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Copper Water Tube - Specifications

Types Recommended For Various Applications
It is the designer’s responsibility to determine the type of copper tube to use for a particular application. Building or plumbing
codes may state specifically what types may be used. Strength, bendability and other mechanical factors will frequently influence the choice. The manufacturers of copper tube have found that the various types have been used successfully in the following applications, and suggest these uses as a guide:
Underground Water Services: Type K soft temper for sizes up to and including 2 ", and hard or soft temper in straight lengths
for larger sizes.
Water Distribution Piping: Type M or L for above ground installations and Type K for below ground.
Chilled Water Mains: Type M for sizes up to 1-1/4 "; Type DWV for sizes 1-1/4 " and larger.
Sanitary Drainage: Copper Drainage Tube DWV for above ground including stacks, vents, wastes, and soil lines, and roof
drainage. Type L for below ground, including building drains and building sewers.
Heating: For radiant panel heating and snow melting systems, type L soft temper where the coils are formed in place or prefabricated; type M where straight lengths joined with fittings are used. For hot water heating and low pressure steam, type M. For
condensate return lines, type L.
Fuel Oils: As required by local code.
Underground Gas Services: Type K or as required by local code or utility.
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration: As required by design.
Color Identification Of Copper Tube
Hard temper copper tube in straight lengths is marked according to specifications with a distinctive color marking which includes
the designation of size and the name of trademark of the manufacturer. This is an addition to any incised marking that may be
required by the specifications.
Soft temper tube is annealed as the final manufacturing operation and the high temperature would destroy the color marking if it
had been applied. Therefore, soft temper tube cannot be color marked as with hard temper, but the distinctive colors are used
for the printing on cartons, shipping tabs, and the like.
The specified colors are:
Green - Type K Copper Water Tube
Blue - Type L Copper Water Tube
Red - Type M Copper Water Tube
Yellow - Copper Drainage Tube (DWV)
Crimson - Refrigeration Tube (on cartons only)

